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Welcome to the first ever edition of Slinky, an infrequent 
and impromptu digital  magazine produced from cover to 
cover by myself - Steve Thomas. 

The idea has been in the making for way too long, so finally I 
got to pulling together a selection of images and a very 
limited number of words to get the show rolling. 

Hopefully I’ll be making more magazines from my travels 
and events from here on in, and embroidering them with 
words and wranglings from the trail. 

For this first issue I’m  back pedalling to the end of February 
2018, to a few days I spent in the Turkish coastal city of 
Antalya. Here is a selection of images from the first ever Tour 
of Antalya, a 4-day international road bike stage race which 
was organised by Argeus Travel, and powered by Akra 
Hotels, and what a mini-epic it was. 

Flip through to get a feel of what the race (and the great 
cycling around Antalya) was like, and do stay tuned for more 
.

Steve



From former classics winners to local  racers, the riders came 
from far and wide. to the race. 



The going was tough from the off 



The mountains were high and the weather was charecter 
building



Someone always has to carry the can 



Out of Africa and into the snow 



Gears, there’s never enough of them 



It was all a blur at times 



The fixers had their work cut out 



The locals were intreagued 



Suffering is temporary, at times 



Ready for take off 






Three is a crowd 






Dark moments of deepness 



Ominous horizons 



Little time to reflect 



Bunting, but no banter 



Side stepping 



Past & present 



The Maesstro 



The aftermath of a mountain battle 



Misty morning 



The shining 



Planning  for perfection 





For more images, words and other interesting stuff head over 
to www.thesoftsaddle.com 
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